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How does corrupt journalism aﬀect society? The residents of the city where
the almighty Mr. Fake runs the news factory are feeling it for themselves.
Tina the Сat and Archie the Dog have teamed up in an unlikely partnership in
search of high-quality news and journalism standards. Will they be able to
return the city to the path of media literacy and critical thinking?
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The world used
to be so
bright...

Before the day
our news factory
went out of order.

Today we have witnessed
unprecedented savagery! A
store owner smashed his
window to get insurance
compensation just seconds
ago.
Reporting live
from the scene ...

Опять вы? Тина,
что have
вам надо?
Fishy things
been going
Это режимная
on. I should
do something
about it. территория.
Otherwise, everybody
will be too terrified of
this"high-quality" news to show
their faces on the streets.

You again? Tina,
what do you want?
This is a restricted
area.

This news factory
is destroying our
society!

Tina, cut it out with your
delusional tales. Our
director, Mr. Fake, supports
local youth. We invest in
sports!

They feed you well here,
and that's why you put up
with your management!
You used to be a menace to
villains, the captain of the
city football team!
If only your wife
could see you
now.

No, the boss
couldn't fool me like
that. I'm no chump!

Well, that just does it.
Something is
definitely broken at
our factory.

Tina

You're right. It
can't go on like
this. I'll see you
tomorrow near
my booth at 6:00.

Are you sure?
There's no going
back from here.

Yes, otherwise
there won't be
any way forward.

What a little bridge we’ve
got here. It’s as if acrobats
worked here, not
journalists.

Like in football? A
team can’t score a
goal with players who
can’t pass?
Kind of.

I’d say audiences don’t get a
complete picture from spotty,
non-comprehensive news. Just
like we can't go any further
over that bridge with all its
holes right now.

So now we have to
lay down the
planks, like pieces
of a puzzle?

Yeah, it's clear now
why the situation’s so
terrible.
This passage reminds
me of inaccurate
reporting.

We don’t have the pieces
to go all the way
through. It's like your
story of the flower and
the stadium.

There was a beautiful
plant on the screen,
but not a word about
the demolition of the
stadium.

You mean the
bridge?

That too.

Yes, but very carefully. If
you put the wrong
plank in, the whole story
will fall apart.

I hate
heights.

Not enough
information – I
suggest we check
it out!
Maybe it's not so high. It's
just dark around here.
Just like with inaccurate
reporting.
Oops. Maaaybe
that isn’t the right
way to figure out
the height.

Noooooo!!!

How many tools on this
media factory have gone
out of order?! The danger
level keeps going up.

There are plenty of
dangers. They lurk
in the most
unexpected corners
of the factory.
So keep your
eyes and
whiskers alert.

Let’s go, the
factory will
reveal everything.

I am in the mood
for some
discoveries!

This is my first
time inside, by
the way.

What an awful
state this place
is in! Ugh!

Accident on
st. Pivdenna

He threw himself on
my car. I was driving
calmly, only about
150 km/hour.

Accident on
st. Pivdenna

Ugh, same old
nonsense...

victim

Unbalanced coverage
again, they didn't even
let the victim tell his
side of the story.
Accident on
st. Pivdenna

victim

What are these
scales doing here?
They’re so huge.

They seem to be waiting
for us to restore
balance to the news.

Do you see the doors up
there? We won't get to them
until the scales are even, with
a balance of weight on both
sides.

Roger that. I’m
on it!

It's like the news –
there should be at
least two points of view.

Where are you?
Waiting for a written
invitation?

Yes, two copies,
please.

Jokes like a fifth
grader..

If I had known about this
place when I was in school,
I would definitely have won
the recycling contest.

We’ll jump
on three!

Three!

That was...
interesting. That's
what I call balance!

Let's see.

Jeez, what is
that anyway?

Wow!

What's next?

It seems to be
emotional
framing of the
news.

Shouldn't the
news be
neutral?

It should! But this
machine manipulates
our emotions.
We can’t evaluate facts for
ourselves in this situation.
But ready-made subjective
conclusions are right in
front of us.

Then this
machinery
obviously doesn’t
belong here.

IF [young men]

LOAD [standards
of journalism]

I've been watching
you guys closely...
good job.

These doors are
much more fancy
than any of the
others.

After the bridge and
the scales, nothing
will scare me
anymore! Let's go!

By the way,
Archibald,
you're ﬁred!

No regrets
at all!

You can't get
to me anyway.

Remember,
dear Tina,
distortions from
unreliable
sources? So in
my news,
almost all
sources are
unreliable,
hahahahaha!

Not a big deal, we've already
overcome so many obstacles!
People will find out what's going
on here: imbalance, emotional
framing, something with the
bridge...

As far... as unreliable
sources being used ...
no one will ... will
notice.

Was it all for
nothing?
Is he making
comparisons
about us again?!

I'm so sick
of it!

Did you really think
two little bugs like you
could destroy my
empire? Hahaha

Wait!
Look.

Whoa, I hadn't even
noticed, so where
should I step?

Anonymous sources are
not reliable. Who are
they? Maybe these
sources are charlatans!

Definitely not on "Doctors
think vaccines contain
microchips." Which
doctors? How do you
check?

Yes, you can
go there!

How about "According
to the latest UN
report"? There's also
an active link leading to
the UN website.

No, that's also
not trustworthy.
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Did you hear about the
high-profile scandal
involving spreading fake news
about the effect of a solar
eclipse on the green onion
crop?
Now that was them!
Better go to "According
to the Queen's press
office, there will be a
summit tomorrow.

Got it!

Hey!

What do we
have here?

I think we'll get
some answers
behind those doors.

We've got to
stop him!

It's over, Fake,
whoever you are.
There's no way to
run!

He won't get
far.

You don't understand! If
you tell people the truth,
they won't know how to
behave. Everyone will have
their own opinions.
And then what
will happen?

It will be
fine.

Definitely not worse
than now! People will
start using their
minds.
They'll think
and draw
conclusions.
On their own.

We'll see about
that!

So small, but
so evil.
I know where he
can get some
help.

We’ll see about
that!

And now we're
going to interview
our city's heroes!

What's the
name of your
team?

I'm Tina.
And I'm Archie.
Too much for a
signature. Archie, Tina,
ArchiTina... ArTi vs.
Fake! You saved the city!

A bit later

I still don’t get what
those holes in the
bridge were about.

I wonder if there are
many other broken
news factories?

THE END?

Checklist of media
literacy watchdog

1

Are there several opinions represented in the
news? If not, the material is probably biased.

2

Is the news written to evoke powerful emotions
like rage, terror, or fury? If so, hold on! You
might be being targeted by manipulation.

3

Is there a specific reference to the source of
information? Trustworthy materials always contain
relevant sources: acknowledged experts, organizations, and their representatives. If there are no
links or they are replaced by phrases like “commonly known”, “rumor has it”, and the like the
message is probably fake.

4

Do you know the author of the material and the
owner of the media outlet? Manipulations might be
evidence of the author’s bias and the owner’s
personal interests.

5

Is the media material accurate? If it is, you’ll
be able to get information on where, what, when,
who, why, and how.

Trust only information from reliable sources!
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